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Defense and Intelligence (D&I) committee meeting chaired by Mr. Todd E. Johanesen, 
with advisory members Mr. David Alvarez, CMS, Mr. Tim A. Hale, and Mr. Jerome J. 
Lenczowski.  Full attendee roster follows the meeting minutes. 
 
This meeting started with a summary of D&I activities since the ASPRS Louisville, KY 
meeting.  This was the same summary Mr. Johanesen provided earlier in the day during 
the Photogrammetric Applications Division (PAD) meeting.   
 

• Special PE&RS issue.  As reported during the PAD meeting, the special PE&RS 
issue only got one submission.  The special issue topic was “Climate Change & National 
Security: A Geospatial Perspective”.  Within the D&I committee meeting, we agreed we 
wanted to publish a special issue and then explored other topics for the special edition, 
to include discussed various ideas small satellites or UAVs.  Dr. Barbara Eckstein 
suggested a more general topic, such as “New and Emerging Capabilities to support 
Defense & Intelligence Needs”.  This broad topic would allow us to incorporate any of 
the before mentioned topics, along with others we haven’t already thought of.  Mr. Kurt 
Rogers offered up some ideas that included sensor model work for a point cloud and a 
generic sensor model that small satellite data providers could use to protect their 
metadata. 
 

• While on the subject of generic sensor models, one attendee pointed out Neil 
Sunderland’s Generic Point Cloud (GPC) is currently undergoing Geospatial-Intelligence 
Working Group review and may be relevant to a number of ASPRS divisions. 
  

• We discussed D&I hosting a special session for next year’s ASPRS IGTF 
conference on small satellites.  It is an emerging field, and there is interest from the data 
providers, which continue to grow in numbers (just look at the key note address from this 
year’s IGTF!).  Our session would be tuned to civil applications, such as disaster 
preparedness, recovery and response.  As with the PE&RS edition, perhaps the D&I 
session should have a broader scope in order to generate the response needed to 
support a session. 
  

• D&I Subcommittee Restructure was another PAD committee meeting topic.  
ASPRS conducted a Streamlining Study and as a result, the PAD D&I committee may 
be elevated to a division or committee outside of PAD.   D&I issues intersect with many 
other ASPRS divisions and committees.  If it becomes a division, then the director 
position rotates. 
 

• D&I subcommittee members attend the many different other divisions and 
committee meetings.  Dr. Eckstein recommended designated PAD D&I committee 
members to be official liaisons between PAD D&I committee and other divisions and 
committees.  The suggestion was discussed but no decision made. 
  



PAD D&I committee meeting had low attendance – many ASPRS attendees apparently 
do not see how their work intersects with the D&I community, perhaps in large part 
because they do not work for or contract to the government.  Could also be because we 
are under PAD and they may think we are only interested in the photogrammetry 
aspects of ASPRS.   
  
Actions: 

1.       Dave Krieghbaum – talk to NTPC about D&I sessions at next year’s 
conference 
2.       Advertise D&I in ASPRS weekly newsletter 
3.       David Alvarez will contact PE&RS to schedule another special edition for 
D&I, so that the edition can get on the schedule ASAP. 

  
Sign-in Roster: 
 
Tim Hale, Woolpert (D&I Advisory Committee) 
Dave Kreighbaum, NGA 
Jerry Lenczkowski, Self (D&I Advisory Committee) 
Harold Rempel, ESP Associate 
Michael Nolte, NGA 
Rick Dilley, NGA 
Barbara Eckstein, Booz-Allen-Hamilton 
Kurt Rogers, Integrity Applications Inc. 
Todd Johanesen, NGA, (D&I subcommittee chair) 


